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Security cameras, surveillance of your financial transactions, radio frequency spy chips hidden in

consumer products, tracking of your Internet searches, and eavesdropping on your e-mail and

phone calls. Without your knowledge or consent, every aspect of your life is observed and recorded.

But who is watching the watchers? An ultra-secret global elite, functioning as a very real shadow

government, controls technology, finance, international law, world trade, political power, and vast

military capabilities. Those who hold power are invisible to all but a few insiders. These unrivaled

leaders answer to no earthly authority, and they wonâ€™t stop until they control the world. In

Shadow Government, Grant Jeffrey removes the screen that, up to now, has hidden the work of

these diabolical agents. Jeffrey reveals the biblical description of Satanâ€™s global conquest and

identifies the tools of technology that the Antichrist will use to rule the world. Your eyes will be

opened to the real power that is working behind the scenes to destroy America and merge it into the

coming global government. Armed with this knowledge, you will be equipped to face spiritual

darkness with the light of prophetic truth.
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I had the pleasure of being able to read Shadow Government by internationally known prophecy

expert, Grant Jeffey. I was enlightened by this book and have highlighted key features that every

Christian should know, in fact the book is full of vital information...I felt like building an Ark after

readingf this book. Now, to be fair, I had to read this book as if I were an atheist or agnostic. When



reading boks about the government sneaking around on you and dirty propagandas, lying media,

and then biblical prophecies you must leave your mind opened and sharp.Mr. Jeffrey, in the

Aknowledgements page sets the stage for what he is trying to prove. "Globalist strategies and the

phenomenal growth and expansion of surveillance capabilities are setting the stage for the rise of

the antichrist."(Shadow Government, p.7). The book is broken down as follows:*Technology that

destroys Your Future- here, Mr. Grant Jeffrey talks about technology that literally follows us

everywhere. The UK, has technology that follows you from the store, to your car, and possibly in

your home. Emailing, making purchases online, paying bills(with online pay) all of these are

intercepted not by the government as we know it but by your own neighboors, inside elite groups,

policemen- anyone.*Using Technology to Rule the World-Project Echelon is discussed here as well

as weapons that are straight out of Star Wars. It is amazing how much the media cover...and how

little. Grant Jeffrey earns my credit by having his notes at the end of the book as further proof of his

research.*Political Plans For Global Government- I really enjoyed this chapter, because it went back

to befor ethe Dark Ages and rome and its conquering of Israel in 63 B.C.

One of my early memories is when I was about 4 years old. I was at my grandparents house and

opened one of their closets in one of the spare bedrooms. It was a large closet and it was full of

canned goods and vitamins. They also had a safe full of silver coins. My grand parents were waiting

for the end times. Since that time, I have been aware of things like bar codes (literally I remember

the first time I saw a bar code. It was on a pack of Wrigley's Juicy Fruit gum and I was 9 or 10 years

old. It wigged me out), the mark of the beast, tribulation, and the second coming.Shadow

Government details the various ways that we as US citizens can be tracked. Some of the ways I

knew of already. Though there were a few that I didn't know much detail on. I can see the value in a

book like this, but I also see that my family has been aware of the end times for most of my life time.

I am 42 years old now, and have seen my family go a little overboard on trying to prepare. I do think

that these things are pointing to the end times, but that doesn't mean it is tomorrow or even next

week. At the same token...it certainly can be. God only knows the answer to this question.For

myself, the last chapter, Preparing for the Last Days was the significant chapter. If you are a Bible

believing Christian, you are aware of what is to come. For me it is more important to get yourself

right with God and be there for others. Show them His love. I don't believe we should be worrying

about a time table. We need to act in love now.This is a book that was not really for me. It was

informative, but as a person who grew up around people who were always waiting. It was a

reminder of how you can waste time with those worries.
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